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A Placeless Homogeneity
[where are we?]

Suburban landscapes are peculiar. Formed from a myriad of
events that have collided together including increased car
ownership and the GI Bill, they have become one of the most
widespread landscape types in both land area and professional discourse. Within the 50 largest American cities, the
suburbs account for 79% of the population and over 1/3 of
the land area. But an equally peculiar landscape can be found
in the separate subdivisions and the individual parcels. Vast
amounts of sod, maybe with a single tree, and foundation
plantings on nearly every lot run together to form a repeated
scenario across not only an individual subdivision, but across
the suburbs as a whole. It is for this reason the phrases
“cookie-cutter” & “McMansion” are often used to describe
these neighborhoods.

this widespread similarity that a feeling of placelessness
emerges. The nuances of the larger regional landscapes in
which these subdivisions are carved from are lost in the
finished development and their replacements end up lacking a richness and a robustness.
The typical suburban landscapes of which this investigation concerns itself with have not occurred in a vacuum,
but are the resulting knot of four intersecting threads:
[1] The nursery industry.
[2] National activity of suburban sprawl.
[3] Old landscapes combine with new homes.
[4] The development process.

However, the homogeneity is arguably just a perception when
taking into account the suburbs as a whole. As Jon Teaford
notes in The American Suburb: The Basics, “suburbia is not an
undifferentiated enclave, a homogenized haven. It is a vivid
mosaic composed of all the varied fragments of American
life and society.” In addition the Urban Land Institute cites
the suburbs as being more racially and ethnically diverse
than their downtown counterparts. These counter arguments
though focus on the social and economic facets and overlook
the designed landscape component.

[suburb]: n. well populated neighborhoods where most
of the housing stock consists of single-family detached
homes.

The landscape then becomes one of the largest contributors to the widespread perception of homogeneity within the
suburbs(granted, there are exceptions to this but they tend
to be more of a rarety rather than commonplace). It is within

[subdivision]: n. (1) a subordinate part of a larger whole
(2) a tract of land surveyed and divided
into lots for the purpose of sale,
especially one with houses on it
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[1] THE NURSERY INDUSTRY
Charleston, SC received well known botanists whose plant
introductions and relationships with wealthy planters proved
to have a lasting impact on the image associated with the
landscapes of the South. As the 20th century progressed, the
nursery industry organized and standardized production.
Innovations in fertilizer, irrigation, and plastic nursery pots
made mass production possible while plant patents, trademarking, and branding such as Southern Living & Monrovia
made it both economic and prolific.
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[2] INTRODUCTION OF THE SUBURBS

[3] OLD LANDSCAPES + NEW HOMES

As the 19th century came to a close, the precursors to modern
day suburbs had begun to be implemented. Olmsted and
Vaux’s suburban Riverside introduced planned communities
which would later translate into the more lucrative Levittown
style communities following WWII.

Early on, picturesque and romantic landscape principles
that catered to large English estates crossed the Atlantic and attempted to condense themselves to work with
suburban homes. As home building methods changed to
accommodate below-floor-heating and cooling, plants
became the go to resource for hiding the raised foundations under the guise of softening the buildings connection
to the landscape. The resulting style was largely promoted
by one of the most influential landscape organizations: The
Garden Club of America.
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Construction & the Soil
[4] THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

While the previous three points are important in explaining
the heritage of subdivision landscapes, the most impactful
process is that of the site’s development. If the three historical
points remain the same but the development process differed, the subdivision’s landscape would cultivate a different
feeling. In a way, that reason alone may be a large factor in
why two different neighborhoods designed according to the
same principles and with the same elements can result in two
distinctly different landscapes, especially long-term. The subdivision of Lundy West in Auburn, AL provides a good window
into the development process and its lasting impressions on
the landscape that follows.
Before being developed, the land of Lundy West was comprised of a second growth forest, a common characteristic to
much of the Piedmont. The rolling topography drained itself
into a narrow stream and wetland before emptying into the
Saugahatchee Creek to the north. As the land began being
developed, it was cleared of its tree canopy with the exception
of areas designated as wetland and a few minor, thin bands.
Large and extensive earth-moving operations re-sculpted
the topography, creating flat pads for future houses. The soil,
having been reshaped and left to bask in the southern sun,
lost its upper horizons leaving a mostly clay subsoil in place
of a topsoil.
While conventional horticulture recommends spreading
topsoil prior to laying sod and installing plantings, Lundy
West received no such treatment. The only exception being if
a pocket of organically rich topsoil was found while excavat-

ing for the foundation in which case the soil was excavated
and spread in the front and/or back yards. By the time the
plantings are installed, they are set within(shrubs & trees)
or directly on top of(sod) a soil profile comprised of only
compacted clay.
As the topography was reconfigured and the forest canopy
removed, stormwater runoff became a larger issue as evident in the two large detention ponds on the eastern and
western ends of the site. Asphalt streets, concrete driveways, and roofing shingles all contributed to a growing
percentage of land that is now impervious. But almost as
impervious is the soil itself. Without an absorbent topsoil,
one that is integrated into the soil horizon below it, water
not only flows over it but sod must be intensively maintained to receive the water and nutrients it needs in order
to meet verdant expectations of homeowners.

[FACING PAGE] TOPOGRAPHY OF THE LUNDY
WEST SUBDIVISION IN AUBURN, AL PRIOR TO
& THROUGH ITS DEVELOPMENT
[PAGE 15] CURRENT EARTH MOVING PHASE
OF THE DEVELOPMENT ACROSS THE STREET
FROM LUNDY WEST SUBDIVISION
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*Topsoil or Organic matter is
only applied to the landscape
if it is uncovered during
excavation for the
Foundation, simply because it
is not good soil to build on.
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*Landscape Installation
adheres to conventional
horticulture technique, minus
the amending of the soil.
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Plantings vs Pedosphere
[& THEIR ROLES IN PLACELESSNESS]

The variety of plant packages offered to the new homeowner
fall directly in line with their suburban landscape ancestry, even though the exposed foundations have vanished.
However, despite the chosen plant species having “a wide
environmental amplitude,” they prove to be an edaphologist’s
nightmare.
Being species that predominately [1]originated in woodland
settings & [2] were coddled at the nursery with nutrients, water, and an ideal growing substrate, they are ill-suited for the
highly disturbed soil in which they are set. With the soil interface between the growing substrate and the dense clay being
abrubt, plants continue to grow as if they are in their original
plastic containers. Eventually being root-bound within their
own clay planting hole, many succumb to girdling, nutrient
deficiency, or drought.
The vast amounts of sod, unable to incorporate a strong root
system into the compacted clay, eventually begins to erode
away due to wind, water, and the scorching heat. This combined with struggling foundation plantings paints a picture of
a bereft landscape losing its battle with the elements.

The plant palettes offered in the packages are typically
composed of species that are easily recognizable and available in large quantities via wholesale nurseries. Subdivision
landscapes across large swaths of the nation are then not
only similar in form but in their compositions as well. Add in
the common denominator of a mistreated soil and a rather
stark landscape is the result. This repeated senario across the
nation perpetuates the disconnect of individual neighborhoods from their own individuality and absolves them from
their rich landscape potential.
“Because of its efficiency, the common practice has been
for large nurseries to mass produce hundreds of plants of a
limited number of species that are well known and ‘reliable,’
often because of wide environmental amplitude(‘it’ll grow
anywhere)... Following traditional plant selection practices,
ornamental trees and shrubs that have conspicuous flowers,
fruits and/or autumn colour, or that are evergreen, are the
most likely selections.” -Nigel Dunnet, Dynamic Landscapes

[top & facing page] Sheets describing the Landscape options for the Home buyers of Lundy West Subdivision in
Auburn, AL.
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830 Winston Court-Lundy West Subdivision:
Auburn, AL
[The Site]
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[Top] The landscape resulting from the development process is one characterized by harsh environmental conditions. The direct impact on the physical and
biological attributes of the soil almost immediately translate into a bereft and
bleak aesthetic.
[Bottom] In order to deal with the runoff generated by impervious construction
materials and a hard-pan like soil, two detention ponds are required to slow the
movement of stormwater into the larger watershed.
[Left] The same scene, found across the nation, is as far removed from the nuances of the regional landscape as it is from a unique sense of place.
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[Top] Rear of the home sits above a drainage ditch.
[Bottom] survivors of the harsh soil conditions. two years ago, up to eight
shrubs occupied this planting bed.
[Left] Front of the home.
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How might interdependent
Plant Communities & Soil Compositions
be exploited in order to cultivate a new
suburban neighborhood character?
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The Planting Strategy

[Referencing a larger landscape process]
The construction process carried out on Lundy West is
considered a form of environmental disturbance. Following
a disturbance(such as fire, mud slide, or bulldozing to name
a few), a site left unchecked undergoes a process known as
secondary plant succession. Different plant species, each
adapted to specific moments of the successional process, will
make their appearances and subsequent disappearances as
the site progresses from grassland species to early woody
pioneers to hardwood forests. The progression is not random,
but rather “a carefully orchestrated sequence which results in
one dominant plant species(and its associated community of
life) succeeding another until, if enough time passes without additional disturbance, the original forest community is
restored.”45 Each one of these phases, or seres, is guided by a
number of factors that build upon themselves, two of which
are: shade/protection provided by species of the previous and
current seres and the changing of the soil’s qualities.
In extreme disturbances, the soil may be left exposed to
intense sunlight, drought conditions, and erosion that strips
the soil of its nutrients. As a result, species adapted to those
conditions thrive until they are out competed. The soil, reacting to the death-life-death-life cycles of various species, then
embarks on a trajectory that eventually results in a profile
better adapted for water absorption & retention.
In the Piedmont region, in which 830 Winston Court & Lundy
West are located, the early seres of the successional process
are predominately marked by grasses, forbs, and pines. It is
not uncommon to see the process playing out on the side of
highways and old fields, utility strips, or even a construction
site that has been put on pause.

Because of the abundant visual presence of the successional
process and its plant associations, secondary plant succession can be considered a hallmark of the Piedmont landscape.
Furthermore, while the general aesthetic of succession may
provide a strong link to the larger landscape, the relationship
between the soil and the resulting plant communities provide
potential for addressing those same three interdependently
related elements of subdivision landscapes.
To implement the successional process, there are two basic
options: stop mowing and let 830 Winston Court progress
freely, or plan out the progression with a more crafted species
composition. The first option would likely be more cost effective, yet there is considerably less amount of control in regards to which species appear where and the impact of their
visual presence. The second option, calling for a designed
plant community, provides more opportunity for introducing an initial arrangement and volume of different species.
Essentially the seed bank would be designed instead of serendipitous. This way, instead of the first few years of the retrofitted landscape appearing synonymous with an abandoned
lot which would likely not prove appealing to the standard
homeowner, the landscape could portray a degree of intentionality while referencing the larger regional landscape.
When composing a designed plant community, all of the roles
that would normally be filled through the successional process must be accounted for. These roles have a spatial component and a temporal component that help prevent weed
incursion. As outlined by Larry Weaner, the spatial niches
include below ground and above ground considerations
as well as seasonal and long-term considerations. Thomas
Rainer, using a language angled more towards design refers
to the above ground niches(or layers) as structural, seasonal
interests, and functional.
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[Temporal Niches] It is important to fill all of the temporal roles. If a species fades out and there is not a species to
take its place later in the communities life, then the composition is more susceptible to the introduction of unwanted
weeds. The y-axis denotes bloom time while the x-axis denotes the life cycle types as well as references the order of
their appearance over the scale of years.
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[Spatial Niches] The spatial considerations occur not only in the height of the plant but in how they are rooted into the
ground. It is much easier for a taprooted species to exist among a group of fibrous rooted species because they are not
competing within the same space.
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Concept A: Explorations in using
eastern Red Cedars as both tree and
sheared hedges.

Concept b: Sheared hedges border
lawn areas at front & rear of house.

Concept c: Deck is extended out back
door and projects over the ravine.
Lawn is carved out of a meadow planting.
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[Top] birds-eye view of the first model
iteration.
[left] Attempting to create a series of
bands through which someone would
travel through to reach the backyard.
Because of the narrow width, the
bands would not read except for possibly the trimmed juniper hedge.
[Facing page top] The back patio area
between the house and deck is scattered with pine trees to loosely define
a central space. The pines scatter
across the bedline in an attempt
to blur the line between different
spaces.
[facing page bottom] the arrangement
of deciduous trees across the front
did not communicate the thickness of
an advancing woody sere one would
experience in a creeping Piedmont
woodline.
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[facing page top] The space between
the house and deck is reinforced by
the line of pines. The space becomes
more rigidly defined, creating more of
a division than a blurred boundary

[top] Two separate spaces along the
same path, one composed of pines, the
other maples. The hedge acts as the
true space divider while the fencing
acts as a more permeable threshold, one that adds to the layering of
textures.

[Facing page bottom] a narrow strip
of closely planted pine and deciduous
understory trees, provide the density
needed to loosely screen the neighboring property.

[Left] Aerial view
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Present conditions
The existing base of mostly sod and
miniscule foundation plantings
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Establish Meadow (Base MAtrix)
Imagining entire landscape as a
meadow from which to carve

Carve out spaces
Carve front lawn space out, connecting to sidewalk & street. Back yard
is replaced with crushed aggregate
surface

Protrude Decking & Fencing
extending the geometry of the back
patio to hang out & over small drainage slope to provide more space for
entertaining. Open portions of Fencing
to provide appropriate microclimates
for meadow and to increase viewing
distance through otherwise neglected
spaces(sides of lots)

Connect front to back
connect the front of the house to
the back by carving out more paths
through meadow planting.

Establish Canopy
Following meadow establishment,
introduce Pine tree saplings to eventually form permeable screen from
neighboring property. Later under
plant with additional species.
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The Final Design
[over time]

The planting strategy of 830 Winston Court establishes
a meadow in the first several years followed by a wave of
saplings and then a second wave between years seven and
nine. Instead of creating an even matrix of meadow plants, or
in drifting patterns, the species are seeded with hard lines. As
the years continue onward, these lines will fray and dissipate.
These hard lines, being different species, will come and go at
different times over the first 5-10 years.
Among the species chosen are some with taproots extending
several feet down, others that fix nitrogen back into the soil,
and others still whose short life cycle returns carbon back
into the ground fairly quickly. As the pines become mature,
they provide a permeable screen and later planted redbuds
accentuate the arrival of spring.
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The TaKe Away
[concluding thoughts]

Despite the soil conditions left after the development of
subdivisions, the neighborhood still contains opportunities
for relating to the larger landscape and cultivating its own
identity. One answer is to build upon the process of plant
succession, an activity that already occurs on disturbed sites
and can project a bleak and barren landscape into one full
of energy. Interesting plant compositions can be achieved by
paying attention to their growth cycles and the spatial/temporal niches in which they reside.
A separate take away from the project is that a designed plant
community has to account for succession in some capacity.
Meadows & grasslands, for example, are typically associated
with early succession but are actually carrying out their own
miniature version of the progression.
Because the research was done on the scale of an individual
lot and never extrapolated to all of Lundy West, the effect
on an entire neighborhood is only implied. So the next step
forward would need to begin examining an increase in scale.
Some of the questions expected to arise are:

planting strategy such as this?
What is the role of written HOA code in the maintenance of a
landscape such as the one envisioned here? What is the role
in general of written ordinances in suburban landscapes?
In addition, an interesting study could be made on how raw
secondary plant succession, unaided by seeding, could be
used to craft a unique sense of place. Would this relate back
to the larger landscape better and be appealing to a suburban
homeowner?
Lastly, the first portion of this thesis only begins to crack open
a full exploration of why suburban residential landscapes
exist the way they do. A study that focused on why individuals
continue to accept and even perpetuate a landscape such as
that at 830 Winston Court would likely begin to shed light on
how might we begin to change our preferences. Or if its even
feasible.

How do the lots relate to each other if this was to slowly be
undertaken by a subdivision?
How might an entire neighborhood begin to implement a
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